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yasya k£tyaÆ na j¡nanti mantraÆ n¡ mantritaÆ par®,
k£ta m® v¡sya j¡nanti sa vai pa¸·ita ucyat®.
yasya k£tyaÆ na vighnanti ¿¢tamuÀ¸aÆ bhayaÆ ratiÅ
sam£ddhi rasam£ddhi rv¡ sa vai pa¸·ita ucyat®.
Vidura Neeti : 1:18,19
The Master Mind
The Master Mind is he who doesn’t let
anybody know what he does, not even what
he contemplates and nobody is aware of
his intentions. It’s only after he executes
and exhibits, do people come to know of
them. Whatever work he undertakes,
factors like fear, desire, possession, loss,
etc., don’t divert him from his path. He is,
verily, the genuine Master Mind.,
Vidura’s Ethical Code 1:18, 19

The Master Mind

Do you want to become a Master Mind?
Do you want to become a marvellous person in your family?
Do you want to achieve brilliant success in your chosen area of
activity?
Do you want to know the secrets of those who succeeded?
Do you want to motivate yourself similarly?
Do you want to succeed? Are you really serious?
Then, this book is meant for you.

This book will give you the inspiration, clear your illusions,
remove the cob-webs of doubt and despair, give you helpful and
motivating hints, make you understand how to become a “Master
Mind”, achieve extraordinary success, so that you yourself can
become a Role Model for others and in turn, motivate them to
become “Master Minds”.
Yes! All this is possible. Proceed ahead with confidence.
You might say that earlier you tried, failed in your attempts, got
discouraged and left it at that. Or, may be, you are still struggling
and not able to achieve a position of eminence. Did you ever
seriously analyse as to
Why you have not been able to achieve it so far?
This is an important question. This requires careful
analysis. Honestly, did you give your best?
Usually, you would not fail, if you gave your undivided
attention, planned carefully, prepared fully and implemented
diligently.
What was the level of your DESIRE?
The answer is very simple.
How intense and how strong and how serious? Be Honest.
Usually, you were lacking the ‘Desire,’ to the extent
necessary.
‘Where is the question of not having the desire?’ You would
question.
“Sorry, you do have the ‘Desire’ but not strong enough. It
is lacking something in its intensity.”
To put it in other words, You don’t have the ‘Burning desire’
or ‘Passion’ for it.
You don’t have what is called the ‘Killer instinct’
In short, you don’t have the ‘Fire’ inside to force you to
achieve.
It’s like the fuel in a rocket.
As you know, however sophisticated a rocket is, it can’t
work unless there is ‘fuel’ and that fuel is ignited.
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There are many fuel-bunkers with that ‘fuel’ in this book,
waiting for you.
Many people made use of this fuel in the past.
Eg.

☛

Those who have made 400 runs in a day in cricket when it
was felt that making even 300 is too high.

☛

Those who have broken the Olympic records in running,
which remained unchallenged for several years.

☛

Edison, who invented 1300 things in spite of obstacles.

☛

Those who actually landed on the Moon, when it was
considered impossible.

☛

Pythagoras, who gave us mathematical theories when
modern facilities were lacking.

☛

The Indian scholars, who proved that zero is also a
numerical.

☛

Leonardo de Vinci, who gained expertise in ten different
arts.

☛

Amitabh Bachchan, who reached the summit after having
been condemned in the beginning as an ugly six-footer.

☛

Mahatma Gandhi, who achieved freedom for India without
waging a war.

☛

Martin Luther King, who aroused unexpected inspiration
among the nationals of Black race.

☛

Abraham Lincoln, who was born in a poor family and rose
to the position of the President of America.

☛

Abdul Kalam, who was born as a fisherman’s son and
became the President of India.

☛

Winston Churchill, who won over stammering and became
an eloquent speaker.

☛

Dr. A.S. Rao, who continued his studies on others’ charity,
became a great scientist and founded the E.C.I.L.
Dr. B.V. Pattabhi Ram
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